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LEGISLATIVE REVIEW
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY
AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT
BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
PREAMBLE
THIS AGREEMENT entered into by and between the TOWN OF AMHERST,
COUNTY OF ERIE, STATE OF' NEW YORK and the AMHERST HIGHWAY EMPLOYEES
ASSOCIATION, INC. for the purpose of establishing for those employees covered
by this agreement equitable and uniform wage rates and working conditions
compatible with joint responsibilities of the Town and its employees to serve
the public. It shall be the further purpose of this agreement of the parties
to promote the highest degree of efficiency in the conduct of the Town's
services.
WITNESSETH:
It is mutually agreed and understood that this agreement is made and
executed pursuant to the Public Employees Fair Employment Act, Article 14 of
the Civil Service Law of the State of New York as now is in effect and as may
hereafter be amended from time to time, and also pursuant to the provisions of
the Local Laws of the Town of Amherst.
For the purpose of this agreement, the parties shall be hereinafter
referred to as follows:
(a) Town of Amherst. "Town"
(b) Amherst Highway Employees Association. Inc..
"Bargaining Unit"
ARTICLE 1
RECOGNITION
The Town of Amherst. Erie County. New York hereby recogni zes the
Amherst Highway Employees Association. Inc. as the exclusive bargaining agent
for all full-time employees of the Town of Amherst Highway Department
receiving compensation on an hourly basis. The Bargaining Unit agrees that it
will not interfere with. coerce or intimidate any employee into joining the
Bargaining Unit. The Bargaining Unit recognizes that no employee is required
to join the Bargaining Unit but that every employee has the right to choose of
his own free will as to whether or not he will or will not join the Bargaining
Unit.
ARTIClE 2
MANAGEJ£NT
Without limitations upon the exercise of its statutory powers. duties
and responsibilities. except as herein specifically provided to the contrary.
the Town Board and Department Heads shall have the right to exercise all
normally accepted management prerogatives. subject to the grievance procedure
hereinafter provided. including:
A. Subject to the provisions of the Civil Service Law of the State
of New York and such rules as the Personnel Officer of the County of Erie may
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adopt and make app 1i cab 1e to the Town. to appoi nt such employees as it may
require for the performance of its duties. fix and determine their
qualifications. duties. job titles and compensation. to suspend. discharge.
promote. demote or transfer or release employees because of lack of work or
for other proper and legitimate reasons.
B. The right to fix operating and personnel schedules. determine
work loads. arrange transfers. order new work assignments. and issue any other
order or di rective intended to carry out the manageri a1 respons i bil i ti es and
duties imposed upon the Town officials by law.
c. Supervi sory employees shall not perform any duti es of any other
employees covered by this agreement except in emergency situations.
ARTICLE 3
CHECK OFF OF BARGAINING UNIT DUES
The Town shall deduct dues from the pay check of employees who are
members of the Bargaining Unit upon proper authorization for such deduction by
each employee. a sum certified by the Secretary and/or Treasurer of the
Bargaining Unit. These payments are to be forwarded to said Secretary and/or
Treasurer on a payroll basis.
ARTICLE4
WORK RULES
The work rules agreed upon and presently in effect shall not be
changed or modified except by mutual agreement in writing between the Town and
the Bargaining Unit. The work rules are incorporated into this agreement by
reference hereto.
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An unresolved complaint as to the reasonableness of any new or
existing work rule shall be resolved through the grievance procedure.
ARTICLE 5
WORKING CONDITIONS
The Town shall notify the Bargaining Unit at least seven days in
advance of any change in working methods or working conditions. except where
such change is required because of an emergency or major disaster over which
the Town has no control.
ARTICLE 6
COMPENSATION
A. Compensation. Effective as of January 1. 1998. the Town shall
pay compensation in accordance with Schedule A attached hereto, which amounts
to a two and one half percent (2. 5S) wage increase. Effective January 1.
1999, the Town shall increase each salary grade by. two and one half percent
(2.5S). Effective January 1. 2000. the Town shall increase each salary grade
by two and three quarter percent (2.75S).
B. Overtime.
(1) All work performed over forty (40) hours in anyone calendar
week shall be considered as overtime and paid for at the overtime rate of time
and one-half. A weekly or bi-weekly paid employee's regular hourly rate shall
be considered to be one-fortieth (1/40) of his regular weekly rate. When a
weekly or bi-weekly paid employee works in any calendar week in excess of
forty (40) hours. he shall be paid one and one-half times his regular hourly
rate for such excess hours.
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(2) Overtime will be paid only for hours actually worked in
excess of forty ( 40) hours per ca 1endar week. Paid absences for ho1i days
provided for in Article 11 and paid absences for vacation provided for in
Article 12 and Work Rules Section 8.04, paid absences for personal leave
provided for in Article 14(0), and paid absences for bereavement leave
provided for in Article 14(A) shall be considered as time worked for the
purpose of computi ng overti me. Absences from work for any other reason,
regardl ess of whether such absences are otherwise compensated or paid for,
including, without limitation, absences for sick leave, jury duty, meal breaks
and time spent on stand-by, shall not be considered as time worked. Time
spent on the employees paid lunch periods shall not be counted as time worked
for overtime purposes and in all events shall be paid for at straight-time
rates. Time spent on clean-up and rest periods in conformity with Article 10
shall be considered time worked. Employees called in to work for emergency or
other work which entitles them to a minimum of four (4) hours pay shall have
only the time actually worked counted for overtime purposes.
(3) The Superintendent of Highways will generate and post, at
1east once each calendar year, a 1ist of employees who are to be ca.ll ed for
overtime work.
All other work assignments for overtime shall be by seniority by
list as follows:
Golf Course Work, Road Construction, Flood Work, Signal Work,Tree
Work (including Wind and/or Ice Storm Damage), Mechanic's Work,
Sign Work or General Overtime.
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Continuation of Work Day -work shall be given to crew members on
the job site on a seniority basis.
Posti ng of overtime 1i sts shall be updated on a dai ly basis in
the lunch room bulletin board during appropriate season(s).
Daily updating shall include last person used and next person up
for call to provide notification to employees.
Employees, to understand the likelihood they would be needed for
emergencywork, could ask the crew chief where they were on the
rotating schedule. Employees at the top of the list will be
provided electronic pagers, so that they can be contacted while
out.
Sanding and Plowing lists shall be established by seniority.
These lists will be made up, by seniority, of employees trained
for or capable of doing the specific work, regardless of classification,
except where operation of "B" or "A" equipment is necessary.
As people are needed for a specifi c overtime task, they will be
used as needed, starting at the top of the list, and then must wait until all
on the list have been called for the specific overtime task before they are
used again.
Employeesdesiring to exclude themselves from one or more lists
in a given year, may do so by submitti ng a 1etter of request to the
Superintendent of Highways by September 1 of each year, for the following
ca1endar year. They wi11 sti 11 be subject to emergencycall per Secti on 1.14
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of the WorkRules. Copies of all submitted letters will be supplied to the
AHEAoffice. If refusals mustbe madeto the letters of request, they will be
done on a low to high seniority basis. There will be no cut off of letters
except by September1.
The Superintendent of Highways may exclude various employees from
overtime lists, independent of their seniority, with proper cause, such as
inability of the employeeto perform the required overtime work for any reason
including lack of training, physical defect, injury or impairment, or
unwl1lingness of the employee to fo11ow orders or use proper Judgementin
carrying out the duties required during the overtime work. This will be done
only after consultation with representatives of the Bargaining Unit.
Any employee, who feels that he/she should be included on a
specific list, mayrequest such inclusion to the Superintendent or his agent.
If an employee is asked to work overti me from one list and
orally refuses, he/she is not eligible for any other overtime for that day
from other lists.
Except for leaf pickup for the period from October 1 through
November30 of each year, overtime shall be offered to full-time employees
before seasonal or temporary employees. Where reasonably possible, there
shall be one day notice for overtime work during leaf season.
(4) Overtime wi11 be paid, accordi ng to guide1i nes set downin
this Agreement, from time of punch-in to time of punch-out, exclusive of
normal working hours. This means that breaks (for rest, coffee or lunch) will
be treated as time workedand will be paid in the samemanner as overtime work
hours.
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In granting this pay for overtime break-time, the Superintendent
insists that all employees working overtime adhere to the following rules:
(a) When salting, all main roads are to be completed before
any breaks are taken;
(b) When plowing, !ll roads are to receive at least one pass
before
~
breaks are taken;
(c) After an overtime shift for any reason, when all work
is done and equipment is put away, each employee is to punch out and leave the
premises. This means no sitting around or loitering to build up time or
"round out" the hour. Punch out as soon as your work is fi ni shed and your
crew chief approves you going horne, if it is not a normal work day.
If these last three rules are not obeyed, disciplinary action
will be taken.
(5) Subject to department head approval, employees shall be
entitled to compensatory time on' the basis of one and one-half (1-1/2) hours
off for each hour of overtime worked or straight time, whichever is
applicable.
(a) Effective January 1, 2000, no more than 88 hours can be
accumulated, for purposes of compensatory time, in one season starting
November 1 and ending on October 31. The first 88 hours that are assigned for
compensatory time, by the employee, ends the capability of accumulating more
overtime which can be assigned for compensatory time in a ,given calendar year.
(b) Compensatory time must be taken between April 1 and
October 31 in each year.
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( c ) Any compensatory ti me not taken by November 1 wi 11 be
paid by the end of the first full pay period after November 1.
(d) A form. as designed by the Town of Amherst. must be
filled out by the employee. designating worked overtime as compensatory time.
by the Monday fo 11owi ng the end of the week in whi ch the overti me is worked.
Call-ins are not allowed.
(e) Forty-eight hours notice must be given by the employee
to the Superintendent. of Highways scheduling compensatory time off. No
changes will be allowed. Time must be taken in full days. one day at a time
and is subject to the approval of the Superintendent of Highways.
( 6 ) A premi urn rate of one do 11ar and fifty cents ($1.50) per
hour shall be paid to all employees who are called in for sanding or
snowplowing and related job assignments outside of 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m..
Monday through Friday and for any hours worked on Saturday and Sunday. This
premium rate shall be in addition to any overtime hours worked and calculated
pursuant to paragraphs (1) and (2) above. but. the additional premium shall be
added to the normal hourly rate in computing the overtime rate.
C. Plan of Class Titles. The payment of salaries and the granting
of annual salary increments shall be pursuant to the Plan of Class Titles and
Salary Ranges as approved by the Town Board of the Town of Amherst.
D. Work in Higher Classification. Whenever an employee is required
to work in a higher job classification for one full shift of eight (8) hours
or more. he will be paid the rate of pay of the higher jOb classification.
except as may be modified by the Department Work Rules.
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E. Date of Payment. The salaries and wages of employees shall be
pa i d on the same day every two week s . 1n the event th is day is a ho1i day,
wherever possible, the preceding day shall be the pay day.
F. Meals. Employees who complete their regularly scheduled work
shift of eight (8) hours and are required to continue for an additional period
of not less than four (4) hours, shall be allowed a meal allowance of $4.00,
and an additional $4.00 after fifteen (15) hours of snow or ice removal
operation. A one-half hour meal period shall be allowed.
G. Shift Differential. In addition to the estabHshed wage rates,
there shall be a shift differential as follows: all employees working other
than the first shift (the day shift Sunday through Saturday) shall be
reimbursed an additional $.40 per hour. Shift premiums will be applicable
only for hours worked and will not be paid for any paid time off. ,The shift
differential shall be added to the normal hourly rate in computing the
overtime rate.
ARTICLE 7
LONGEVITY PAY
All employees who have been engaged in full-time and continuous
service with the Town for the years indicated, shall receive longevity pay on
their anniversary date in accordance with the fOllowing schedule. For
purposes of this Article: (0 part-time employment shall not be counted
toward years of service; and (ii) where employment with the Town is
interrupted for a peri od longer than a year for any reason except mi 11tary
leave and leaves of absence for which the employee is paid, the accumulation
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1998 and 1999 2000
(a) 5 years $425.00 annually $455.00 annually
(b) 7 years $525.00 annually $555.00 annually
(c) 10 years $675.00 annually $705.00 annually
(d) 15 years $775.00 annually $805.00 annually
(e) 20 years $875.00 annually $905.00 annually
(f) 25 years $975.00 annually $1.005.00 annually
of longevity entitlement shall terminate upon the date of the interruption and
shall begin anew upon the employee's return to full-time and continuous
employment.
ARTIClE 8
RETIREMENT BENEFITS
The Town agrees to maintain the present retirement plan as authorized
by law. including the provision for allowance of unused sick leave as provided
by Section 4l-j of the New York State Retirement and Social Security Law.
ARTIClE 9
CIVIL SERVICE PROCEDURES
Appointment. promotion. transfer. reinstatement. probation.
disciplinary action. retirement and other Civil Service procedures shall be
pursuant to the Chi 1 Servi ce Law and the Ru1es for the C1assifi ed Civil
Servi ce of the County of Eri e as issued by the Per sonne 1 Offi cer and the
provisions of the Town Law of the State of New York.
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ARTICLE 10
ATlENDANCE
hours.
A. Hours of Work. The work day shall consist of eight consecutive
The work week shall consist of five consecutive days. Eight
consecutive hours shall constitute a work shift. All employees shall be
scheduled to work on a regular work shift and each work shift shall have a
regular starting and quitting time. Work schedules showing the employee's
shifts, work days and hours shall be posted on all department bulletin boards
at all times.
B. Record of Attendance. Each department shall maintain a daily
record of the attendance and punctuality of each employee.
C. Tardiness.
(1) If an employee calls in sick by 6:50 a.m.. he will be
charged a paid sick day unless he has no sick time left, in which case, he
will receive no pay.
(2) If an employeecalls in after 6:50 a.m., and advises that he
maybe able to makeit in to work before 7:30 a.m., he will have the following
three options:
(a) Hew~ll be permitted to take the day off without pay.
(b) He will be allowed to plead his case to the
Superintendent of Highwaysto determine whether or not he will be allowed to
work the balance of the day at his regular pay rate.
(c) He can elect to work the rest of the day but at a pay
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scale one job group lower than his regular one; e.g.. if an MEO"B" arrives
after 7:00 a.m., but before 7:30 a.m., he will be allowed to work, but at a
laborer's pay in the same step that he occupies as an MEO "B".
All of the above is permitted only until 7:30 a.m.. and after
that time, the employee must take the day off without pay, and the following
discipline will apply.
(3) If an employee does not call in or punch in by 7:30 a.m., he
wi 11 be judged "no show" and he wi 11 not be allowed to work on that day,
receiving no pay. He will also be subjected to progressive discipline as
follows:
(a) First Offense - a written warning will be issued to the
employee.
(b) Second Offense - one day off without pay in addition to
the original day lost.
(c) Third Offense - two additional days off without pay.
(d) Fourth Offense - five additional days off without pay.
(e) Fifth Offense - discharge from the Highway Department.
If, however,. provable reasons for 1ateness or absence can be
'
presented to the' Superi ntendent, the Uni on and the employee shall be allowed
to plead any employee's case.
The record of disciplinary action shall remain in the employee's
file for a twelve (12) month period following the date of the infraction
unless another infraction occurs within the twelve (12) month period. In that
case, the record of the earlier disciplinary action shall remain in the
employee's file for a period of eighteen (18) months.
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D. Lunch Periods. All employees scheduled to work the normal
workday described in Article 23(C) shall have a lunch period of one-half hour
at a place of their choice. Such employees shall be paid for the lunch period
at straight-time rates, provided (1) the lunch period, including all clean-up
and travel time, is no more than thirty (30) minutes; (2) only one rest period
of no more than twenty (20) minutes is taken; and (3) a single clean-up time
is taken at the end of the day of no more than ten (10) mi nutes. Shou1d the
Superintendent or the crew chief grant additional time for lunch, rest period
or clean-up and travel, the employee shall not be penalized by loss of pay for
the lunch period. Payment for the paid lunch period shall not be included in
the employee's compensation for purposes of determining amounts to be received
for sick leave granted pursuant to Article 13, holidays taken under Article
11, vacation entitlement taken under Articles 12 and 23(D), bereavement
granted pursuant to Article 14(A), jury duty granted pursuant to Article
14(B), personal leave taken under Article 14(D), and any other leave taken by
the employee.
The rate of pay for MEO II AII and MEO liB II shall remain the same duri ng
the paid lunch period.
E. Rest Periods. All employees' work schedules shall provide for a
twenty (20) minute rest period on one occasion during the workday in
accordance with the Work Rules.
F. Clean-up nme. Employees shall be granted a ten (10) minute
personal clean-up period prior to the end of the work shift.
G. Recall Time. An employee called in to work after he has returned
home will be entitled to a minimum of four (4) hours pay at his straight-time
rate.
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If an employee is called in more than once within a four hourperiod
from first punching in for the first call in, the employeeonly receives the
minimumfour hour call in pay on the first occasion during that period; on
subsequent ca11 ins duri ng that four hour peri od. the employeewi11 be paid
only for actual time worked. If the employeeis recalled beyondthe four hour
period, the minimumfour hour call in pay is reinstituted.
EXAMPLE:
straight time
1st call in - 1 hour worked = 1 hour overtime. 3 hours
2nd call in within 4 hours- 1 hour worked. total result =
2 hours overtime. 3 hours straight time
H. Stand-by. An employee on stand-by for highway sanding duty shall
receive a minimumof three hours pay per day. Highway sandi ng stand-by shall
commenceon the first day of Novemberand shall end on the 31st day of March.
provided. however. the Superintendent of Highways may accelerate the starting
date and extend the termination date of such period in accordance with weather
conditions.
ARTICLE 11
H(LIDAYS
The following days shall be recognized and observed as paid holidays:
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King. Jr. Day
Presidents' Day .
Good Friday
Easter (if worked)
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
General Election Day
(1st Tuesday following
1st Mondayin November)
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day after Thanksgiving
Christmas Day
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Whenever any of the hoHdays listed above fall on a Saturday. the
preceding Friday shall be observed as the holiday.
Whenever any of the holidays Hsted above fall on a Sunday. the
succeeding Monday shall be observed as the holiday.
In order to qual i fy for hoH day pay. it wn 1 be necessary for the
employee to work his scheduled workday prior to and following the holiday.
unless he is excused by the Superintendent of Highways. Sick leave. personal
leave and sick time shall be considered as days worked.
If an emergency or continuous service requires that an employee work
on one of the ho1i days 1is ted in th is arti c 1e and such ho1i day work is
authorized by the Superintendent of Highways. the employee. at the employee's
option. shall be granted equivalent time off in lieu thereof or shall be
compensated as overtime service at straight time or time and one-half rates.
whichever applies. which option shall be exercised in writing and filed with
the Department Head prior to the end of the pay period in which the holiday
falls. The time elected to be taken in lieu of compensation shall be taken by
the employee at such time as the department's operations permit but whenever
possible at the time requested by the employee.
ARTIClE 12
VACATION
A. Vacation Allowance. Except where other provisions are made by
law for annual. weekly. per diem or hourly employees. an employee who has
completed 2.000 hours (includes the following: hours of actual work
[excluding any overtime hours]. Workers' Compensation absences. and all paid
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leaves including paid leaves for long term documented disabilities) in a year
of continuous service shall be entitled to:
(1) two (2) weeks' vacati on duri ng each subsequent calendar
year of centinuous service through the completion of five (5) years;
(2) three (3) weeks' vacation after completion of five (5)
years of continuous service;
(3) four (4) weeks' vacation after completion of ten (10) years
of continuous service;
(4) five (5) weeks' vacation after completion of fifteen (15)
years of continuous service; and
(5) six (6) weeks' vacation after completion of twenty-five
(25) years of continuous service.
Vacations shall be deemed to begin on midnight of the last scheduled
workday and end on midnight of the day prior to the scheduled day of return.
B. Time of Vacation. Wherever possible. vacations shall be granted
at the time requested by the employee. If the nature of the work makes it
necessary to limit the number of employees on vacation at the same time. the
employees with the greater seniority shall be given their choice of vacation
period in the event of any conflict over vacation periods. Vacation periods
shall be taken each year.
C. Holidays not Included. In calculating the time allowed for
vacation. intervening holidays will not be counted as vacation days.
D. Vacation not Cumulative. One week of vacation time may be
carried over to the subsequent calendar year. but paid at the previous year's
rate of pay.
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E. Reinstatementand Leave of Absence. A leave of absence without
payor a resignation followed by reinstatement within one year shall not
constitute an interruption in service, provided, however, that leave without
pay for more than six months, or the period between resignation and
reinstatement, shall not be counted in determining the eligibility for annual
vacation in any calendar year.
F. Unused Vacation. Any employee who is laid off. discharged,
retired, or separated from the service of the Town for any reason, prior to
taking his vacation, shall be compensated in cash for the unused vacation he
has accumul ated at the time of separati on. In case of the death of such an
employee, such payment shall be made to his estate.
G. Part-Time Employees. A part-time employee who is required to
work a fixed number of hours, five days per week, shall also receive vacation
as provided herein, but his total pay for such period of vacation shall be in
the amount which would have been due him if he had been working regularly at
his usual hours for such a period.
H. Emergency Work. I f an emp1oyee is call ed in for emergency work
while on vacation, he shall be compensated his vacation pay in addition to his
pay earned while so working which pay shall be at the overtime rate. The
employee shall have the option to take the vacation day worked at a later
time, within the same calendar year, unless the only days the employee has
remaining are already scheduled vacation or other leave days. In that case,
the employee shall have the option to take the vacation during the roonth of
January of the succeeding year.
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I. Sick Leave. Time spent on paid sick leave shall be considered as
days worked for purposes of computing vacation eligibility; except. however.
that time spent on extended sick leave. Article 13(E). shall not be considered
as days worked.
J. If an employee has scheduled vacation and calls in sick for that
day or days. the original designation of time off remains in effect.
ARTIClE 13
SICK LEAVE
A. Application of Article. This article shall not apply to
temporary employees.
B. Reasons for Granting Sick leave. Sick leave with pay may be
granted in accordance with this article to an employee when incapacitated or
unable to perform the duties of his position because of:
(1) Sickness or injury.
(2) Serious illness in the emp10yee's immediate family requiring
care and attendance of the employee. Immediate family shall
include the parent. spouse. brother. sister. son. daughter.
grandparent or other blood relative who is an actual member
of the emp10yee's household.
(3) Quarantine regulations.
(4) Medical or dental visits.
C. Sick Leave Credits. A credit for sick leave under this article
shall be allowed at the rate of one and one-quarter working days per month of
service commencing as of the date of employment. Accrual will be made on the
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last day of the month if. and only if. the employee has worked at least eighty
percent (80S) of the hours regularly scheduled for his department for that
month. For purposes of the preceding sentence. all paid leaves including paid
leaves for long term documented disabilities shall be considered as time
worked. Effective December 31. 1993. such leave as is not used shall
accumulate but not exceed 265 days; effective December 31. 1994. such leave as
is not used shall accumulate. but not exceed 280 days. A physician's
certificate as to illness or injury may be required for three continuous days
of absence.
Employees. who exhaust their sick leave accruals and whose records
indicate an abuse of sick leave provisions of this Agreement by taking sick
leave with "no pay". will be subject to disciplinary action in addition to
loss of pay.
Employees. whose records indicate a possible abuse of sick leave
provisions of this agreement. may be required by the Department Head to submit
medical certification of illness of any duration. The failure to provide such
documentation. or the proven abuse of sick leave. shall result in disciplinary
action and/or loss of pay.
This requi rement will not be invoked wi thout the Department Head
first advi sing the employee of his/her questionable sick leave record and
giving him/her an opportunity to improve. If there is no improvement. the
employee will be warned in writing by the Department Head and all future sick
leave must be supported by medical certificates. and failure to improve or to
provide a certificate shall result in disciplinary action and/or loss of pay.
This requirement will be periodically reviewed with the employee. at least
once in each ninety (90) day period and a determination will be made if this
requirement is to continue.
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D. Sick Leave CredUs to Part-Time Employees. Part-time employees
who are required to work a fixed numberof hours, five days per week, shall
'earn sick leave credits prorated on the basis of the numberof hours required
to workper week.
E. Extended Sick Leave. An employee who has been engaged in
full-time and continuous employment for at least five (5) years may receive
additional sick leave as may be approved by the TownBoard up to a maximumof
six (6) months in addition to the sick leave accumulated by the employee.
Applications for extended sick leave will not be entertained unless the
petitioning employee has exhausted all accrued sick leave and all other paid
leave benefits including, without limitation, personal leave, vacation,
,
'
overtime and compensatory time and nothing contained elsewhere in this
Agreementshall be construed to foreclose the Townfrom requiring the use of
any such accrued leave or leave benefits prior to the consideration or grant
of extended sick leave. Employeeson such additional sick leave shall not
accrue personal leave, vacation and other accruable days off with pay during
the period' of the leave. A leave of absence without payor without
resignation followed by reinstatement within one year shall not constitute an
interruption of continuous service.
F. Notice of Absence on Sick Leave. Whenabsence is required under
this article, the employee shall report the same to his illlllediate supervisor
at least two hours before the starting time of his shift, wherepossible.
G. Sick Leave Records. Accurate records of the attendance and sick
leave status of each employee shall be maintained and open for his inspection.
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H. Transfer of Sick Leave Credits. In case of transfer to a
different department. accumulated sick leave shall be transferred with the
employee and he shall receive credit in the department to which he is
transferred.
I. Absence for Less than Full Day. Absences of less than a full day
due to illness shall be chargeable to sick leave as follows:
Number of Hours
Worked in Day
Portion of Day Charged
to Employee's Sick
Leave Accumulation
Less than four hours 3/4 Day
More than four but less
than six hours 1/2 Day
More than six but less
than eight hours 1/4 Day
J. I njury on the Job. When an employee is injured on the job. any
time required immediately after the injury to obtain first aid or treatment by
a physician shall be considered as time worked. Attendance at Workers'
Compensation hearings does not result in loss of payor use of sick time.
K. Absence Due to Injury. Employees who are unable to perform the
duties of their employment because of injuries received in the service of the
Town. and who receive Workers' Compensation benefits, shall receive a
supplemental sum equal to the difference between their wages and their
compensation benefits, chargeable to sick leave on a pro-rata basis. .
L. Physical Examination. The expense of any physical examination
requested by the Town shall be paid for by the Town and be performed during
the employee's working hours.
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M. Sick Leave Buy-back. The Town agrees that upon retirement, any
accumulated unused sick leave up to a limit of 100 days can be bought back at
a ratio of 1:4 (e.g., an employee with 265 days in 1993 and 280 days in 1994
of unused sick leave may use only 100 days at a ratio of 1":4). The remainder
can be applied to the employee's additional service credit for retirement as
per Section 41-j of the New York State Retirement and Social Security Law.
ARTID.E 14
LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITH PAY
A. Leave of Absence Because of Death in Family. Leave of absence
with pay not to exceed five (5) workdays shall be granted to an employee in
the event of death occurring in the employee's ill1llediate family, namely,
spouse, parent, child, brother, sister. Leave of absence not to exceed three
(3) workdays shall be granted upon the death of an employee's grandparent,
father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, grandchild,
stepchild or any other blood relative residing in the employee's household.
Proof of death under these provisions must be submitted to the
Superintendent prior to the next pay period following date of death. In the
event the employee is unable to obtain proof due to the circumstances, the
payment will be at the reasonable discretion of the Superintendent.
B. Leave for Jury Duty. On proof of requi red jury duty, 1eave of
absence shall be granted with pay to all employees, provided, however, that
such employees shall reimburse the Town for jury duty fees received by the
employees.
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C. Time Off for Civil Service Examinations. An employee will be
permitted time off without loss of pay to take Civil Service Examinations for
any position within the Town1sservices.
D. Personal Leave.
(1) Each employee shall be allowed four (4) personal days per
year. non-cumulative. provided. however. any unused personal leave days shall
be added at the end of each calendar year to the total numberof sick leave
credits but in no event shall the total sick leave credits exceed the maximum
allowed in accordance with Article 13(C).
.
(2) Twoof the above-referenced four personal days may be taken
as one-quarter or one-half personal days. Oncethis time off is approved. it
is locked 1n and can not be changed.
(3) Personal leave shall be for legal transactions. religious
observances or other matters that cannot be conducted duri ng an employee
I
s
regular time 'off from work. Whenever possible, advance written application of
48 hours shall be submitted to the Superintendent of Highways or his designee
on a form which shall read as follows:
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TOWN or MBBRST
PBRSONAL LBAVE APPLICATION
(Date)
hereby requests personal leave
(Name)
on in order that he might (Here state purpose(Date)
and place of duties requiring your workday attendance)
and he represents that these duties cannot be performed except
during his work hours.
(Signature)
Granted: Denied: (Date)(Date)
(Department Head) (Reason for Denial)
(Department Head)
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In the event the personal leave is denied. the Superintendent of
Highways shall set forth the reason or reasons for the denial.
(3) If an employee has scheduled personal leave and calls in
sick for that day. the original designation of time off remains in effect.
E. Volunteer Fireman Leave. Volunteer firemen shall be allowed to
answer calls at no loss of time or pay.
F. The Bargaining Unit Board of Directors. not to exceed nine. shall
be permitted at least one hour per week of regular working hours for special
board meetings when necessary. The meeting may be called by the president
only and shall not interfere with the regular work schedule.
ARTla.E 15
LEAVE (F ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY
A. Eligibility Requirements. Employees shall be eligible for leave
of absence after six (6) months service with the employer.
B. Application for Leave Without Pay. Any request for a leave of
absence shall be submitted in writing by the employee to the Superintendent of
Highways. The request shall state the reason the leave of absence is being
requested and the approximate length of time off the employee desires. which
shall not exceed one year. subject to the approval of the Town Board.
C. Maternity Leave. In addition to sick leave entitlement. and upon
the exhaustion of accumulated leave credits. an employee shall be entitled to
leave without pay for maternity leave. provided that the total of leave
without pay and accumulated leave shall not exceed twelve (12) months. An
adoptive parent shall be entitled to leave without pay for a period of not
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more than three (3) months from the date of an adoption, provided the'adopted
child requires the attention of the employee.
D. Leave Because of Extended Illness. When an employee has
exhausted all of his sick leave credits and is still incapacitated and unable
to perform the duties of his position. he may be granted a leave of absence
without pay for a period of not to exceed one year.
E. Leave for War Work. A permanent employee shall be granted a
1eave of absence wi thout pay for the peri od of hi s servi ce to enter the
service of the Federal Government in time of war.
F. Educati ona1 Leave for Veterans. Any veteran who is qual ifi ed to
receive education or training or vocational rehabilitation under the
provisions of any Federal or New York State Law. shall be granted leave of
absence without pay for the period of such education. training or vocational
rehabilitation. Such leave of absence shall not extend beyond a period of
four years. nor beyond the period for which the veteran shall be eligible to
continue the education. training or vocational rehabilitation and it shall
terminate at any time that the veteran ceases actual attendance upon the
courses required by the education, training or rehabilitation program.
G. Employment Opportunities. Employees shall be granted a leave of
absence without pay to enable such employees to serve temporarily,
provisionally. for trial periods. or for periods necessary to qualify for
permanent appointment to a competitive class. or another position of a higher
class that requires such conditions to be met. or where an employee is offered
a job on a permanent transfer, so long as said employment is with any agency
of the employer.
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H. In addi ti on to accrui ng seni ori ty whi 1e on any 1eave of absence
granted under the provisions of this agreement, employees shall be returned to
the position they held at the time the leave of absence was requested.
I. Bargaining Unit Business. Employees selected to any Bargaining
Unit office or selected by the Bargaining Unit to do work which takes them
from their employment with the Town may at the wdtten request of the
Bargaining Unit, be granted a leave of absence. The leave of absence shall
not exceed one year, but it may be renewed or extended for a similar period at
any time upon the request of the Bargaining Unit.
Members of the Bargaining Unit selected by the Bargaining Unit to
participate in any other Bargaining activity may be granted a leave of absence
at the request of the Bargaining Unit. A leave of absence for such Bargaining
Uni t activi ty shall not exceed one month, but it may be renewed or extended
for a similar period at any time upon the request of the Bargaining Unit.
ARTIClE 16
MILITARY LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Any employee who is required to render ordered military duty shall be
granted military leave of absence pursuant to the Military Law.
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ARTIClE 17
EQUIPt£NT
A. The Town agrees to supply equipment. including work gloves. to
the employees deemed necessary by the Superi ntendent of Hi ghways for the
efficient and safe operation and performance of the department. Work gloves
suitable for each work activity will be available through the crew chief.
B. Equipment supplied in the past will continue to be supplied at
the Town's expense.
C. The Town shall pay, per annum, a sum not to exceed Four Hundred
Five and no/100 dollars ($405.00) for safety shoes and clothing for each
employee after he has completed the six (6) month probationary period.
Effective January 1, 1999, this amount wi 11 increase to Four Hundred Thi rty .
and no/100 dollars ($430.00) Dollars. This payment shall be made the second
pay period in January.
Within thirty (30) days of receipt of this payment, the employee
shall submit vouchers, if required, with a copy of the bill attached showing
the total cost of the shoes or clothing purchased.
D. Work coveralls for mechanics, shredder operators and laborers
assigned to the shredder operation shall be provided, laundered and maintained
by the Town. Any other employee who performs in place of the shredder
operator shall also receive coveralls.
E. Employees are prohibHed from wearing work clothing which is
deemed to be obscene or vulgar because of pictures or language, etc. on it.
In the event the employee is deemed to have vi 01ated thi s secti on, the
employee will be requested to replace such attire.
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ARTlQ.E 18
WORK FORCE CHANGES
A. Definitions.
(1) "Position" 'means one of the positions included under one
class title in Schedule A to the Agreement.
(2)
"Class" means a group of similar positions included under
the same title in Schedule A.
(3) "Salary/Wage Range" means the range of compensation from
"Minimum"to "Maximum"and appearing in Schedule A.
(4)
"Job Group" means group of classes of positions allocated to
the same salary/wage range set out in Schedule A.
(5) "Increment Step" means the point in the increment scale
reached through successful periods of actual service as designated in
"Minimum"."Step (2)". "Midpoint". "Step (4)" and "Maximum"in Schedule A.
(6) "Actual Service" meansactive service in the position after
deduction of any periods of leaves without pay. Military Leave. pursuant to
Section 243 of the Military Law. shall be deemedactual service.
(7)
"Promotion" means the advancement of an employee to a higher
class or the reassignment of an employee to a higher paying position.
(8)
"Demotion" means the reassignment. not requested by the
employee.of an employeefrom a position in one job classification to a lower
paying position in the same Job classification or in another Job
classification.
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B. New Appointments. An employee appointed to a position in a class
title shall be paid the "Minimum" rate of pay established for the class as set
forth in Schedule A.
C. Increments.
(1) The increment dates and practices in effect on December 31,
1974 shall continue to apply to all who were employees on June 30, 1975. For
all employees hired on or after July 1, 1975, the regular increment dates
shall be either January 1 or July 1, provided such employees have the required
period of actual service; employees appointed to a position shall be entitled
to an adjustment of pay to the amount shown under the column "Step (2)" in
Schedule A after six (6) months of actual service on January 1 or July 1, as
the case may be. All employees shall be eligible for and granted subsequent
adjustments every six (6) months thereafter, on January 1 or July 1. as the
case may be.
(2) In cases of reinstatement, eligibility for an increment must
total a year of actual service.
D. Promotions.
(1) Whenever an opportunity for promotion occurs or a job
opening occurs in other than a temporary situation in any existing job
classification, or as the result of the development or establishment of a new
job classification, a notice of the opening shall be posted on all bulletin
boards stating the job classification, rate of pay and the nature of the job
requi rements in order to qual i fy . The posti ng shall be for a peri od of not
less than ten (10) workdays. Employees on vacation or sick leave shall be
notified by mail.
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(2) During this period, employees who wish to apply for the open
position, including employees on layoff, may do so. The application shall be
in writing, and it shall be submitted to the employee's immediate supervisor.
(3) The employer shall fill such job openings or vacancies from
among those employees who have app1i ed who meet the standards of the Job
requirements. If two (2) or more candidates all have the same qualifications,
the employee with the greatest seniority shall be selected. The selection
shall be posted on all bulletin boards.
(4) An employee appointed or promoted to a position in a higher
job group sha11 receive a salary or wage ra te at the increment step in the
range for the higher position which is nearest to, but not less than, the
salary or wage rate paid to the employee at the time of appointment or
promotion.
(5) Any employee selected in accordance with the procedure set
forth above shall undergo a trial period of a minimum of sixty (60) days, but
not to exceed ni nety (90) days. If it is found duri ng the tri a1 peri od that
the employee does not meet the requirements or responsibilities of the
position to which he has been selected, the employee shall be restored to his
former position.
(6) If a Job vacancy occurs which is to be filled, the employer
shall notify the Bargaining Unit in writing immediately.
( 7) Shi ft preference wi 11 be granted where app1i cab1e on the
basis of seniority with the same classification where a vacancy exists.
E. Demotions.
(1) A permanent full-time employee who accepts appointment to a
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position that is in a Job group lower than the job group of the position in
which he is serving. shall. uponappointment to the lower position. receive a
salary or wagerate at the increment step in the salary or wagerange in the
lower job corresponding to the increment step reached in his former position.
(2) An employeewho is relegated back to his previous position
from a higher classification to which he was provisionally appointed because
cf his inability to prove to the employer that he was able to fulfill the
standards of the job. or pass a Civil Service examination required for
permanent appointment to that job. or who vOluntarily reHnquishes such job.
shall not be considered as demoted.
F. Layoff.
(1) In the event the employerplans to layoff employeesfor any
reason. the employer shall meet with the Bargaining Unit to review such
anticipated layoff at least fourteen (14) calendar days prior to the date such
action is to be taken.
(2) The employer sha11 forward a 1i st of those employees bei ng
laid off to the local Bargaining Unit secretary at least fourteen (14) days
before they are to be laid off.
(3) No new employees shall be hired until all qualified
employees on layoff status desiring to return to work have been recalled.
(4) Employeesdisplaced by the eHmination of Jobs through job
consolidation (combiningthe duties of two or more jobs). the installation of
new equipment or machinery. the curtailment or replacement of existing
facilities. the development of new facilities. or for any other reason. shall
be permitted to exercise their seniority rights to transfer to any other job
in the service of the department.
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(5) When an employee is laid off due to a reduction in the work
force, he sha11 be permi tted to exerci se hi s seni or; ty ri ght to bump or
rep 1ace an employee wi th 1ess seni ori ty . Such employee may, if he 'so desires,
bump an employee in an equal or lower job classification, provided the bumping
employee has greater seniority than the employee whom he bumps, and the
necessary qualifications.
(6) When the work force is increased after a layoff, employees
wi 11 be recalled accordi ng to seni ori ty . Noti ce of recall shall be sent to
the employee at his last known address by registered or certified mail, with a
copy to the Association. If an employee fails to respond within seven (7)
work i ng days from the date of mai 11ng of the noti ce of recall, he shall be
considered a "quit". Recall rights for an employee shall expire after a
period equal to his seniority, unless the employee is a "qui fl. Written
notice of expiration of recall rights shall be sent to the employee at his
last known address by registered or certHied mail, with a copy to the
Association.
(7) Bumping, recall and transfer referred to herein is
restricted to the employees of the Town of Amherst Highway Department.
G. Reinstatement.
(1) A permanent full-time employee covered by this Agreement who
has been laid off and subsequently reinstated to the same jOb in accordance
with the provisions of this Agreement shall be reinstated at the same salary
or wage step he occupied at the time of the layoff.
(2) A permanent full-time employee who has resigned and is
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subsequently reinstated pursuant to the appropriate provisions of this
Agreement to the same job shall be reinstated at the same salary or wage step
he occupied at the time of resignation.
(3) An employee who is promoted temporarily or provisionally to
a higher position and who is returned to his position in a lower grade shall.
upon return to the lower position. receive a salary or wage rate at the
increment level he would have reached had he continued to serve continuously
in that position.
H. Transfers.
(1) Employees desi ri ng to transfer to other jobs may submit an
application in writing to their imnediate supervisor. The application shall
state the reason for the requested transfer.
(2) Emp1oyees requesti ng transfers for reasons other than the
elimination of Jobs may be transferred to equal or lower paying Job
classifications on the basis of qualifications. provided a vacancyexists and
he is qualified. .
(3) If an employeeis transferred to a position under the Town
not included in the unit. his accrual of seniority shall be suspendedwhile
working in the position to which he was transferred. Employeestransferred
under the above circumstances shall retain all rights accrued for the purpose
of any benefits provided for in this Agreement.
I. Reallocation. Uponthe reallocation of a class of positions to a
higher job group, the employeeor the employeesserving in the reallocated
positions shall receive a salary or wage at the increment step in the higher
job group that corresponds with the increment step in which they were serving
in the lower group.
..11:..
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J. Reclassification. When an employee class title is reclassified
to a higher title and job group, it shall be considered as a new position and
a promotion. The salary will then be determined in accordance with the salary
rule on promotions.
K. Leaves of Absence.
(1) Military Leave, pursuant to Section 243 of the Military Law,
shall be deemed actual service.
(2) Other Leaves Without Pay over three months shall constitute
an interruption of continuous service for computing yearly increments.
L. Exclusions. Employees in seasonal, part-time, non-regular, or
third-party sponsored employment are excluded from these salary rules.
M. Disabled Employees. The Town shall make every effort to place
employees who. through physical sensitivity or otherwise. become partially
disabled on their present jobs. on work which they are able to perform.
ARTIClE 19
SENIORITY
A. Seniority means an employee's length Qf continous service with
the employer since his last date of hire.
B. All new employees hired shall be considered as probationary
employees for the first six (6) months of their employment. When an employee
completes his probationary period. he shall be entered on the seniority list
retroactive to his date of hire. There shall be no seniority among
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probationary employees; however. probationary employees shall receive all
benefits afforded to all regular calendar employees. however medical insurance
shall be provided pursuant to the provisions of Article 20(F).
C. The Bargaining Unit shall represent all probationary employees
for the purpose of collective bargaining in respect to wages. salaries. hours
and other conditions as set forth under Article 1 of this Agreement.
D. Every six (6) months the employer shall post on all bulletin
boards a seniority list showing the continuous service of each employee. A
copy of the seniority list shall be furnished to the Bargaining Unit when it
is posted. The seniority list will show the names. Job titles and date of
hire of all employees in the unit entitled to seniority.
E. An employee's continuous service record shall be broken by
voluntary resignation. discharge for just cause and retirement. However. if
an employee returns to work in any capaci ty wi thi n one year. the break in
continuous service shall be removed from his record.
ARTlD.E 20
MEDICAL COVERAGE
A. The Town agrees to pay the full cost of fami ly-type medical
coverage under a plan issued by Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Western New York.
Inc. or by any other company. provided. the coverage is at least equal to that
provided under the present policy with Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Western New
York. Inc. The plan shall provide coverage for retired employees who have
worked for the Town on a full-time and continuous basis for at least five (5)
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years prior to their retirement. and shall extend to the retired employee1s
spouse. spouses of deceased in-service employees and their insured children.
as defined in said policy. for the life of the spouse or until remarriage.
The Blue Cross & Blue Shield Major Medical deductible will be
SlOO/S200.
B. Health insurance shall be modified effective January '. 1996 as
follows:
(1) Blue Cross & Blue Shield Major Medical - Rider
'7 (Unlimited
Cap) plus the Townwill self-insure for the differences between Rider 3 and
Rider 7.
(2) The Townshall have the option to self insure the first
$250.00 of a hospital stay and the Townagrees to paymentto the employee
within ten (10) calendar days of presentation. If no timely paymentson three
(3) or more occasions, then this provision shall end on December31, 1997.
This shall not be considered wagesand there shall be no tax deductions. The
Townwill have the option to self insure and discontinue self insurance once
during the contract.
(3) Blue Cross & Blue Shield Riders:
Rider 45 & 48 Shall continue in plan - (Cosmetic
Surgery and Out-of-Area Benefits)
Rider 46 & 47 Not in Plan - (Pre-Care and Waiverof
Waiting Periods - new hire pre-existing
conditions)
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C. The Town will provide prescription drug coverage Sl.00
generic/$5.00 non-generic co-pay (including mail order) through Blue Cross &
Blue Shield of Western New York, Inc. or an equivalent carrier. This coverage
shall be limited to those actively employed. This coverage shall not be
extended to those employees currently on retirement or those actively employed
who subsequently retire.
D. The Town will provide a dental plan (excluding orthodontia and
other appropriate exclusions) through The Guardian Life Insurance Company of
America or an equivalent carrier. This coverage shall be limited to those
actively employed. This coverage shall not be extended to employees currently
on retirement or those actively employed who subsequently retire.
E. The Town shall provide Option 11 Vision Care Plan through Blue
Cross & Blue Shield of Western New York, Inc. or an equivalent carrier. The
coverage shall be limited to those actively employed. This coverage shall not
be extended to employees currently on retirement or those actively employed
who subsequently retire.
F. New employees will not be e1i gi b1e for medi ca 1 coverage until
they have completed six months of service. This coverage will become
effective the first of the month following completion of six (6) months of
continuous, full-time service.
Employees hired after January 1, 1997, shall pay 101 of health
insurance premium including dental and vision.
G. Upon reasonable advance written application or notice to the
Personnel Department, employees may continue health insurance coverage in the
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Town of Amherst's health insurance group while on authorized leave without pay
provided that the employee makes full payment of the monthly premium on or
before the first day of each month t~at the employee is on leave.
H. All premiums for medical coverage under this article shall be
continued by the Town while an employee is on leave of absence without pay due ,.
to illness. disability or on a work-related disability for the duration of his
leave.
I. Notwithstanding the provisions of Paragraph A above. employees
who are appoi nted on a permanent basi s on or after January 1. 1977. and who
subsequently retire. shall have their medical coverage discontinue on the last
day of the month in which they retire. However. retirees may. at their
option. elect to continue their health insurance coverage provided they make
the required premium payments to the Town of Amherst for such health insurance
coverage.
Employees who retire after January 1. 1989 may. at their option.
elect to continue their prescription drug and/or dental coverages provided
they make the required premium payments to the Town of Amherst for such
prescription drug and/or dental coverages.
Employees who retire after January 1. 1991 may. at their option.
elect to continue their vision coverage provided they make the required
premium payment to the Town of Amherst for such vision coverage.
J. For pregnancies terminating on or after July 1. 1975. the Town
agrees to take such steps as are necessary to provide reimbursement to
employees for physician's services in an amount equal to the difference
between that provided by the medical coverage of Paragraph A of this article
and $400.00.
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K. Double Coverage. The Town agrees to pay employees Five Hundred
and no/100 dollars ($500.00) per year for waiving individual coverage and One
Thousand and no/100 dollars ($1.000.00) per year for waiving family coverage.
Such option must be exercised during the month of October to be
effective January 1. of the following year. Payment will be made the first
pay day in April. This payment can be made only when the employee signs a
statement that the employee has or will procure health insurance through his
spouse's employment. other employment of the employee. or through a private
insurance plan. The statement shall contain a waiver of all responsibility
and hold harmless the Town and the Collective Bargaining Unit of any
consequences that may arise when an employee exercises this option.
The Town agrees to let the employee rejoin the plan after one year.
The employee must notify the Town in writing in October for his coverage to be
effective January 1.
If the employee wishes to rejoi n the plan wi thi n the year, the
employee must show an unanticipated change in circumstances regarding the
alternative health plan (non-voluntary loss of coverage). and repay the
prorata portion of the waiver payment.
Employees who resign or are terminated prior to the end of the year
shall repay the prorata portion of such payment.
An employee on probation may waive hi s health insurance coverage at
the time of eligibility and be paid on a prorata basis for the remainder of
the calendar year.
I f both husband and wi fe are employed by the Town. they sha11 be
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eligible for only one family plan policy and may waive that one policy
pursuant to this section.
This waiver is applicable to all coverages. including prescription
drug. dental and vision.
L. Part-time and seasonal employees are excluded from medical
coverage.
ARTICLE 21
RECIPROCAL RIGHTS
A. The Town recognizes the right of the employee to designate
representatives of the Barga i ni ng Uni t to appear on his behalf to discuss
salaries. working conditions. grievances and disputes as to the terms and
conditions of this contract. and to visit the employee during working hours.
Such employee representative shall also be permi tted to appear at public
hearings before the Town Board upon the request of the employee.
B. Access to Premises. The emp1oyer agrees to permi t a duly
authorized representative of the Bargaining Unit to enter the premises of the
employer for individual discussion of working conditions with employees. upon
prior notice to the ilTlTlediate supervisor. provided said representative does
not unduly interfere with the performance of duties assigned to the employees.
C. The Town agrees to provide a 31 x 4' bulletin board for the
exclusive use of the Bargaining Unit to post notices and other Bargaining Unit
information at the Highway Department Building and lunchrooms used by the
employees.
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D. No more than two (2) representatives of the Bargaining Unit. who
are designated or elected for the purpose of adjusting grievances or assisting
in the administration of this contract. shall be permitted a reasonable amount
of time free from their regular duties to fulfill these obligations which have
as their purpose the maintenance of harmonious and cooperative relations
between the Town and the employee and the uninterrupted operation of
governinent. pursuant to and through channels and the gri evance machi nery
provided hereinafter.
E. . Two (2) representatives of the Bargaining Unit designated to
represent the employees shall have the right to attend state-wide conventions
and other union meetings in furtherance of their obligations as delegates of
the Bargaining Unit herein. without loss of time or pay providing that advance
notification is giv~n to the Superintendent of Highways at least five (5)
workdays prior to the date such function is scheduled. limited to four (4)
days per annum per man.
F. The Town agrees to submit to the Bargaining Unit each month a
list of new employees hired. the job classification. home addresses. and
whether the employment is on a permanent. provisional. seasonal or temporary
basis .
G. For the purpose of negotiating renewals or extensions of this
collective bargaining agreement. the Town shall permit a maximumof four (4)
employees time off from duty with pay. upon reasonable advance notice to the
Superintendent. for the purpose of attending and participating in the
negotiating sessions. The Union shall provide the Town with a list of names
of the employees participating in. negotiations prior to the cOlTUTlencement
thereof.
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ARTICLE 22
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
The Town and the Bargaining Unit desire that all members of the
Bargaining Unit be treated fairly and equitably. It is intended that this
grievance procedure will provide a means of resolving grievances at the lowest
level and that nothing in this article should be interpreted as discouraging a
member or his representative from discussing any problem in an informal manner
with his illlllediate supervisor or department head. Such discussion shall not
interfere wi th the ri ght of any member to process gri evances through the
grievance procedure.
Grievances shall be processed in accordance with the provisions of
this article. The term "grievance" as used herein shall mean a complaint by
either party to this contract that there has been a violation. misapplication,
misinterpretation or inequitable application of this agreement; provided,
however, that the term "grievance" shall not apply to any matter as to which
(a) a method of review is prescribed or provided by law or by any regulation
having the force of law; or (b) the Town is not empowered to act.
To encourage the resolution of the grievance at the department level,
it shall be the fundamental responsibility of supervisors at all
administrative levels to make prompt determination respecting grievances in
accordance wi th these procedures. Both parti es shall have the ri ght to
present gri evances in accordance with these procedures, free from coerci on,
interference, restraint, discrimination and reprisal by any person or party to
this Agreement.
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A member may be represented at all steps of this grievance procedure
by the Bargaining Unit or counsel. or both. All grievance meetings shall be
mutually agreed upon and scheduled by the parties.
When several members of the Bargaining Unit have an identical
grievance. the Bargaining Unit may select one individual case for processing.
with the understanding that the decision in such case shall be applied to the
other identical cases.
A record of all grievances filed pursuant to these procedures and the
disposition made thereof shall be maintained by the Highway Department for
reference purposes.
The time limit specified herein shall be observed. unless extended in
writing by mutual agreement of the parties. Failure of the grievant to
request review of a determination made at any step of the grievance procedure
within the specified time limit shall automatically conclude the grievance
process as to such grievance.
Gri evances shall be fil ed wi thi n fi fteen (15) work i ng days from the
time the grievant became aware of the facts or omissions which gave rise to
the grievance. unless for good cause. the grievant is unable to do so.
STEP 1
The grievant shall present his grievance in writing. on a form to be
provided. to his immediate supervisor within fifteen (15) working days. The
written grievance shall contain a factual statement outlining the acts
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constituting the grievance. the date. time and place of the occurrence. and
the relief requested. The written grievance shall contain a statement of the
sect i on of the Co11ective Barga i ni ng Agreement whi ch he contends has been
violated. The illlllediate supervisor shall give his answer in writing within
ten (10) working days of the receipt thereof.
STEP 2
If the grievance is not satisfactorily settled at Step 1. the
Bargaining Unit representative. within five (5) working days. shall forward
the grievance to the Bargaining Unit. If upon review of the grievance. the
Bargaining Unit believes the grievance is valid, it will forward a copy of the
written grievance and the written answer of the illlllediate supervisor to the
Superintendent of Highways within five (5) working days of receipt of the
grievance by the Grievance COlllllittee. The Superintendent of Highways shall.
within a period of five (5) working days of presentation to him. discuss the
matter with the Grievance COlllllittee in an attempt to satisfactorily settle the
grievance. Should this discussion fail to produce a satisfactory settlement
within five (5) working days from the date of completion of the discussion.
then separate written reports to the dispute shall be made by the Grievance
COlllllittee and the Superintendent of Highways.
The Bargaining Unit Grievance COlllllittee shall consist of three (3)
members selected by the Bargaining Unit. One COlllllittee member shall be
permitted to leave his work with no loss of pay after notice to his supervisor
for the purpose of adjusting a grievance at Step 1 and all three Grievance
COlllllittee members shall be permitted to attend the meeting at Step 2 with the
Superintendent of Highways with no loss of pay.
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STEP 3
If the grievance is not satisfactorily settled at Step 2. the
bargaining unit representative shall forward the grievance to the Director of
Personnel within ten (10) working days after the Step 2 answer has been
received. or is due. The Personnel Director shall then answer the grievance
within 10 working days.
STEP 4
If the grievance or dispute is still unsettled. either party may.
within (20) days after the answer or date the answer of the Personnel Director
is due. by written notice to the other. request arbitration.
A. The arbitration proceeding shall be conducted by an arbitrator
from the following list James McDonnell. James Atleson. Thomas Webb. Samuel
Cugalj. Mona Miller. and Miriam Winokur. Cases shall be assigned on a
rotating basis. If an arbitrator refuses a case. the next named person on the
list shall be appointed. If an arbitrator refuses or cannot serve on the.
panel. the parties shall agree upon a replacement. If either party wishes to
change the list or to eliminate it and follow the procedures of the Public
Employment Relations Board of New York. at the expiration of this Agreement.
that party shall give the other noti ce of such. at thi rty (30) days pri or to
the expiration of this Agreement.
B. The arbitrator shall be requested to issue his decisions within
thirty (30) days after the conclusion of testimony and argument. The decision
of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on both parties.
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C. Expenses for the arbitrator's services and proceedings shall be
borne equally by the Town and the Union. If either party desires a
transcri bed copy of the proceedings. it shall pay for the transcri pti on and
makecopies available without charge. to the other party and arbitrator.
D. Noarbitrator shall have the powerto amend.modifyor delete any
provisions of this Agreement.
E. Uponthe mutual agreement of both parties. an arbitrator maybe
requested to hear and make determinati on on more than one (1) case. even
though the cases are not related in any way.
F. Time limitations in the grievance procedure maybe extended and
the steps maybe by passed by mutual agreement. in writing.
G. Each party shall be responsible for compensating its own
representatives and witnesses. The grievant and the three Grievance Committee
membersshall be permitted to attend the arbitration hearing but shall not be
paid by the Townfor said attendance. except for one Grievance Committee
memberwho shall be excused from duty with no loss of pay.
STEP5
Shou1d any person be aggri eved by the determi nati on as provi ded for
in this article. application may be made for judicial review. as provided by
law.
ARTICLE 23
MINIMUM EMPLOYMENT
A. The basic workday for all Town employees shall consist of eight
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consecutive hours out of the calendar day. This conformity shall not
interfere with the special time schedules governing departments operating more
than eight hours in each calendar day.
B. The service week of every employee or officer of the Town shall
be limited to five (5) days employment or duty per week, except in case where
such reduction would conflict with some legal requirement. So far as it is
practicable, the days on which employees and officials shall not be required
to work shall be Sundays and Saturdays. Where the regular schedule of
departmental operations requires work on these days, this work shall not be
considered overtime work, and the employee shall be entitled to two
consecutive days off during the week.
Each employee shall receive compensation based on a minimum time of
forty (40) hours per week.
C. Employees' day shall consist of not more than eight (8) hours
each from 7:00 a.m., until 3:30 p.m., with a one-half (1/2) hour lunch period,
which shall be paid in accordance with Article 10. In the event that the
Superintendent of Highways deems it necessary for the efficient operation of
the Department that employees start work earlier than 7:00 a.m., but no
earlier than 6:00 a.m., the employees requested to do so by the Superintendent
may begin work for at least an eight and one-half (8-1/2) hour period at such
earlier time at their option. With regard to sanding and snow plowing and
related Job assignments, any employee beginning work before the normal work
hours shall have the option of working through his normal shift, signing out
at 3:30 p.m., unless emergency work must be continued.
D. Vacation pay shall be based on a forty-hour week and at the rate
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in effect for the week inunedhtely preceding the vacation of any employee.
For any employee working in a higher classification. vacation rate shall be in
the same proportion as the percentage of time worked outside of his regular
classification bears to the total hours worked as determined in the previous
calendar year.
E. Employees called for emergency work shall be paid a minimum of
four (4) hours salary.
F. For those emp1oyees engaged in a conti nuous operati on.
twenty-four (24) hours a day and/or seven (7) days a week. the regular shift
shall not exceed eight (8) hours per shift including lunch periods.
ARTICLE 24
MUTUAl AID SNOW REMOVAl
The parties agree that the Town may enter into understandings with
area municipalities regarding mutual aid snow removal. in which event the
Association and its members will use their best efforts to support the Town's
participation. subject to the following:
(1) Conditions outside the Town will not be used to invoke the
Emergency Call provisions of Section 1.14 of the Work Rules;
(2) Before the Department shall invoke the Emergency Call
provisions. the Department shall first recall all of its employees from other
municipalities; and
(3) Department employees working under the mutual ai d program for
ei ght (8) or more hours shall not be compe11ed 'to return to work wi thout
reasonable rest.
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ARTICLE 25
STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS
The Bargaining Unit affirms that it does not and will not assert the
right to strike or to engage in other stoppage of work or slowdown by its
members against the Town. nor to assist or participate in any such acts or to
advise, urge or impose upon its members an obligation to conduct, assist or
participate in such strike or other acts as herein defined.
No lockout of employees shall be instituted by the Town during this
term of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 26
PERSONNEL FILE
An employee shall have the opportuni ty to revi ew his/her personnel
file upon five (5) days written notice. The personnel file cannot be removed
from its regular place of maintenance or storage and must be reviewed in the
presence of the normal custodian of such files.
The employee's right to review the contents of his/her file is
subject, however, to the following:
(1) Inspection may be made only during non-work hours.
(2) Employees may have copies of items from their files, but only if
they cover the cost involved.
(3) Confi denti a1 i nformati on such as reference checks shall not be
subject to inspection or copied.
If an employee determines that there is an item in the file to which
he/she seeks to respond, he/she may file such a response.
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ARTICLE 27
SAVINGS CLAUSE
If any section. subsection. sentence. clause. phrase or portion of
this agreement is for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional by any
court or competent jurisdiction. such portion shall be deemed a separate.
distinct and independent provision. and such holding will not affect the
validity of the remaining portions of this agreement.
ARTICLE 28
IMPASSE PROCEDURE
If the Town and the Bargaining Unit are unable to reach an agreement
in their negotiations in future contracts as to any matter that may arise
under Article 14 of the New York State Civil Service Law. the matter or
matters in di spute shall be referred to the New York State Pub1i c Employees
Relations Board pursuant to Section 209 of said Article for disposition.
ARTICLE 29
SEASONAL AND TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
This agreement shall not pertain to seasonal and temporary employees.
Bargaining Unit employees on temporary assignment shall continue to receive
the benefits of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 30
GENDER CLAUSE
All references to employees in this agreement designate both sexes
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and whenever the male gender is used, it sha 11 be construed to i nc1ude both
male and female employees.
ARTICLE 31
MISCELLANEOUS
A. The Town will submi t the draft of the Co11ecti ve Bargai ni ng
Agreement to the printer within ten (10) days of the execution of the
Agreement. The Town will distribute the Collective Bargaining Agreement to
all Bargaining Unit members, plus ten (10) copies to the Union within ten (10)
working days of availability and the Town will supply additional copies as
needed.
B. Personnel Practices. The employer shall provide copies of this
Agreement to all employees in the Bargaining Unit and all new employees as
they are hired.
C. The Hi ghway Superi ntendent reserves the ri ght to contract for
road millings to be hauled by private contractors in connection with road
maintenance contracts.
D. Loss of Departrnenta1 Vehic1e Fuel Cards wi 11 be replaced on one
(1) occasion without charge. Thereafter, a fee of $2.00 per lost card will be
charged to AHEA.
E. All Automotive Mechanics must be certified New York State Heavy
Equipment Inspectors.
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SECTION
ARTICLE 32
THE TOWN OF AMHERST HIGAY DEPARTMENT
WORK RULES
I N D E X
2
Duties of Employees - General
Duties of Employees - Laborers
3
4
Duties of Employees - Motor Equipment Operators
Duties of Employees - Crew Chiefs
5
6
Care and Maintenance of Equipment
Rest Period
7
8
Promotions and Job Quotas
Vacations, Sick Leave, Personal Leave
PREFACE
The intent of the text contained herein is to outline operating
procedures and work rules for the employees of the Amherst Highway
Department. These work rules are to be incorporated as part of the
current labor contract by and between the Town of Amherst and the
Amherst Highway Employees Association.
The following rules shall become effective immediately upon
publication and continue in force until modified or revised. and all
previous editions are hereby rescinded. The following workrules are
intended to apply generally to all aspects of procedure and wi11 not
pertain to specific incidents.
SECTION 1
DUTIES OF EMPLOYEES - GENERAl
1.01 Employees shall observe posted working hours. Normalhours are from
7:00 a,.m. to 12:00 noon - 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. with one-half (1)
hour off for lunch. Crewchiefs may be required to take lunch breaks
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
1.02 Employees leaving premises at lunch period will punch out when
leaving. punch in uponreturning.
1.03 Employees may not punch out prior to 12:00 o'clock noon and must punch
back in before 12:30 p.m.
1.04 No employee. for any reason. will tamper with another employee's time
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Employees, exclusive of crew chi efs, have no authority to make
decisions, discuss, agree, suggest, or speak for the Highway
Department. All requests will be handled courteously and politely,
card. Each employee will punch hi s card only. Any employee found
guilty of tampering with or punching another employee's card, for any
I
reason, will be subject to' disci p1i nary measures. Fail ure of an
employee to punch in or out requires written verification from a
~
supervising crew chief.
1.05 1) Employeesmust wear approved steel toe safety shoes, as provided,
at all times - without exception.
2) Hard hats will be worn on all jobs during working hours by all
employees.
3) Hardhats will be wornat all times while operating or driving the
the following vehicles: hi-lifts, graders, gradalls, bulldozers,
cranes, back-hoes, fork-lifts, and tractors.
4) Hard hats will also be'worn in the garage and surrounding areas
during working hours by employeesassigned to jobs requiring them
to be workingin this area.
1.06 Employeeswill maintain a clean, neat appearance and will behave in
such a manneras to bring no discredit to the Townof Amherst.
1.07
and referred to the crew chief in charge.
1.08 Full-time employeeswill be issued boots and rainsuits. These are
provided by the Townfor use duri ng workin9 hours. Employeeswi11 be
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I
expected to have boots and rainsuits available for use as required by
weather conditions. Replacement of these items shall be made as items
are worn out or damaged beyond repair.
1.09 Employeesreturning to the yard at the lunch period shall not do so
before 12:00 o'clock noon. or at the end of the workdayprior to 3:20
p.m.. subject to the discretion of their respective crew chief. When
return is necessary for refueling. the allotted time will be from 3:05
p.m. - 3:20 p.m.
1.10 Employee must notify office of phone number or address change
immediatelyin order that we can maintain accurate records.
1.11 Employees.whofor any reason are at the garage before the end of the
regular workshift. shall report inmediately to their crew chief for
assignment of work.
1.12 Any employee who leaves the confines of the Townof Amherst for any
reason is requi red to report to hi s respecti ve crew chi ef as to
destination and estimated time of return.
1.13 A. Discipline for not reporting to work shall not be enforced except
as follows:
(1) Town-wide emergencies due to ice storms. wind storms or snow
contro 1 or other Town-wide emergencies ..
(2) Anylist in which standby pay is paid.
(3) The Townshall establish rotating ON/OFFlists for Emergency
work (which shall include Flood Work. Wind and/or Storm
Damage. Mechanic Work. Sign Work. and Signal Work).
Employees on the liONII Assignments shall be subject to
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1st Offense Written Warning
2nd Offense Written Warning
3rd Offense 1 Day Furlough - NoPay
4th Offense 3 DayFurlough - No Pay
5th Offense Discharge
discipline and employees on the IIOFFIIAssignments shall not
be subject to discipline. The parties acknowledge that if
the appropriate list has been utilized and adequate staff has
not been obtained then. the Town may utilize Private
Contractors. Length of Assignmentsshall be mutually agreed
upon by the Superintendent and AHEA.
B. Employees, who are on authorized vacation, cannot be disciplined
for not reporting to work.
C. Disci Pli ne for not reporti ng for EmergencySnowControl shall
occur from November1st to March 31st. If an employee is not
terminated during such time period, the disciplinary records shall
be purged from the employee's records on April 1st.
Discipline may be imposed as follows:
1.14 CAlL OUT PROCEDURE FOR EMERGENCY HIGHWAY WORK
A. Whencalling employees for any emergency work and/or sanding, the
following instructions must be followed:
(1) Be sure that the computer is on to record and indicate the
telephone numbercalled. If the computeris not working, and
the telephone is ei ther busy or not answered, then a second
caller must try to contact the employee.
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(2) Call the employee. using the three (3) number combination for
that employee.
(3) If the telephone is answered:
a) Identify yourself and state. in a polite manner. that you
are call i ng from the Amherst Hi ghway Department and ask
to speak to the employee.
b) Make sure that you are talking to an adult or older child
in the house. If the employee is not available. second
call shall be made as soon as possible.
c) I f the employee is not at home. or cannot speak on the
telephone. leave a message to have the employee call the
Hi ghway Department wi thi n 10 mi nutes. If thh return
call is not made. the employee is not available. Report
all information that you have to the General Crew Chief
on duty. ***
d) Once contact is made with the employee. he/she will have
a nominal time of 35 minutes from the time of contact. to
arrive at the Highway Department. ***
(4) If the telephone is unanswered after ringing 10 times
(approximately 45 seconds). hang up and check the computer to
see if the correct number has been di a1ed. I f so. the
employee is considered unavailable. It is now up to the
employee to have the telephone checked for proper operation.
***
(5) If the telephone 1i ne is busy. and the computer i ndi cates
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that the correct number was dia1ed. hang up and call the
operator and ask if the numberis in use; announcethat you
are ca1"1i ng for the Amherst Highway Department and ask the
operator to cut in for an emergency message. If it is out of
order. no punishment will be given. It is the employee's
responsibility to have the telephone repaired. The employee
will be considered to have been used'off of the list.
(6) If the caller encounters an answering machine:
a) From the time that the telephone number is dialed until
the beep sounds calling for the recording of the caller's
voi ce . a maximumof one minute will be allowed. If the
time is longer. hang up. The employeeis not available.
***
b) Once the message is 1eft by the ca111ng Crew Chief, the
employeewill have no longer than 10 minutes to call the
Highway Department. If no call is made within 10
minutes. the employee will be deemed unavailable. ***
c) After being contacted. the employees wi11 be allowed a
nominal 35 minutes to arrive at the HighwayDepartment,
reporting for work. ***
*** Punishment for being unavailable for emergencywork (not
sanding) per 3(c). 4, 6(a) or 6(b) above. or for being late
per 3(d) or 6(c) above. will be as follows:
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1st Offense - Warning Letter
2nd Offense - Warning Letter
3rd Offense - One Day Furlough - No Pay
4th Offense - Three Day Furlough - No Pay
5th Offense - Discharge
1. 15 I n addHi on to the precedi ng ru 1e , emp1oyees wn 1 be on the alert
status as follows:
MANDATORY WEEKLY SANDING ASSIGNMENTS
1. The Superintendent shall establish three groups of employees from
the bargaining un;t constituting of at least twenty-four (24)
persons each, comprised of drivers, 1aborers, MEO IIAs II ,
mechanics, working crew chiefs, and other classifications as
needed, for salt/sand application operations. Each group
established by the Superintendent shall contain at least as many
drivers as there are salt/sand routes, but the composition of the
sa1t/ sand duty per sonne 1 1i sts wi 11 otherwise be at the
discretion of the Superintendent.
2. The crew chi ef in charge wi 11 have at hi s di sposa 1 the 1ist of
employees immediately available for sanding duty for each group.
3. Men shall be on alert from Friday, 3:30 p.m. to the following
Friday, 3:30 p.m. (including any holidays which occur during that
period) .
4. Men shall be avanable ~t all times during their week "on" for
sanding or other duties of an emergency nature, as directed.
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5. Sanding list on-call employees by seniority may be used for Salt
Piling Operations and as noted in the Collective Bargaining
Agreement in Work Rule 1.15(4). All employees on-call for
sanding will receive personalized beepers.
6. If you do not expect to be at home, leave message with someone at
your home so they can reach you. If no one is at home, it is the
employee's responsibility to make prior arrangements satisfactory
to the supervising crew chief, watch attendant or dispatcher on
duty.
7. Each man on alert will be paid a premium of three hours' pay per
day, regardless of the number of total hours worked that week.
8. Employees, who are not ava i 1ab1e, wi 11 forfei t the premi urn pay
for that day, plus he will be disciplined by being given one day
off without pay.
9. You may substi tute someone to take your place on a given ni ght.
However, it is the substitute's responsibility to be available at
all times during the period of substitution and he is subject to
penalty for unavailability. Request for substitution must be
made to the supervising crew chief on duty prior to 3:00 p.m. on
the day in question. In all cases, substitutions are subject to
approval by the supervising crew chief. Substitutions are made
on a 24-hour basis only. The substitutes will be required to
sign the substitute agreement.
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10. In case of sickness of an employee, he will forfeit the three
hour premium for each day sick. Sickness shall be reported to
the supervising crew chief on duty as soon as possible. In any
case, you must report sickness before you are called to report
for work. In this case you are considered unavailable and
subject to disciplinary measures as described in item la.
11. If employee declares his unavailability during his week on, he is
responsible for providing a replacement for that time. - up to a
duration of three (3) days.
12. If any employee is unavailable four (4) days or more during the
period that these weekly sanding assignments' are in effect. we
will provide his replacement for that period. However. emp10ye~s
on call may trade their week "on" with an employee on a different
sanding group. Switches between employees will be permitted once
per season. No double switch is permitted pursuant to
subsections 11 or 12.
13. If an employee takes a personal day duri ng hi s week on and does
not intend to be available after 3:30 p.m., he must notify the
supervising crew chief prior to 3:00 p.m. on that day; further,
if employee does not intend to be available after 3:00 p.m., it
is his responsibility to provide a replacement.
14. If an employee calls in sick for the regularly scheduled workday
and does not intend to be available for call after 3:30 p.m., he
must call in sick to the general crew chief or dispatcher again,
prior to 3:00 p.m. on that day.
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15. Crew Chi ef in charge is responsi b1e for orderi ng out sandi ng
crews, according to the assignment schedule for that week.
16 . The men on ca 11 are expec ted to be avai1 ab1e i ITII1edia te 1y for
sanding. They will be allowed a nominal time of thirty-five (35)
minutes to report to work from the time contacted.
17. You will be advised of any changes in the assignment schedule
prior to the time said changes are in effect.
18. Sanding list on-call employees will be provided pagers which will
be activated for call-out purposes. If an employee does not call
the Highway Department within ten (10) minutes of being paged,
the employee will be called by the Highway Department. Pagers
are not to be used as primary source of contact.
1.16 The misuse of two-way radio system is under law a misdemeanor.
Penalty for such violation is a maximum of $500 fine and six (6)
months in jail. Any Highway Department employee found misusing the
radio system will be suspended and will have said misdemeanor charges
brought upon him by the Superintendent. The Motor Equipment Operator
assigned to the equipment in which the violation occurs will be
subject to possible disciplinary action.
The use of AM-FM Cassette radios will be permitted in Town vehicles
only if their operation does not interfere with the operation of the
Town radio. The parties agree that no earphones will be permitted,
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the volume will be kept low. Misuse of AM-FM radio including
broadcast of AM-FM radio over Highway radio when the mike is keyed
will result in removal of radio privileges from the employees
involved. If the F.C.C. issues a written violation for misuse of
two-way radi os. all AM-FM radi os shall be removed. AM-FM Cassette
radios may be installed in Town vehicles at a cost only to employees.
The Town will not be held responsible or accountable for any loss or
damage to these radios.
1.17 No employee. in the course of his daily work. shall use alcoholic
beverages or other intoxicants during the working hours. Employee is
expected to report for work at the regularly scheduled time. free from
any alcoholic influence.
As the Town of Amherst is a Drug Free Workplace Employer. dri nk i ng
alcoholic beverages and/or dealing or taking drugs on Town time is
forbi dden as is reporti ng for work whi 1e under the i nf1 uence of
alcohol and/or drugs. Where there is reasonable evidence of
intoxication or drug use. the employee will be sent home immediately
after the matter is reported to the Superintendent. So that there is
prompt review of this matter. a meeting between the Superintendent and
three officers of A.H.E.A. will be convened as soon as possible on the
day of the incident or. if that is impossible. on the following day as
soon as practical. Depending on the severity of the incident. the
suspension may continue up to thirty (30) days at the reasonable
discretion of the Superintendent.
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A first time offender whohas no prior record of alcohol or drug use
will lose the day's pay and have a warning letter placed in his file.
Should the incident have been more serious; e.g., an accident, a
suspension of up to thirty (30) days maybe imposedat the reasonable
discretion of the Superintendent.
If it is determined by the Superintendent after consultation with the
three officers of A.H.E.A. that the incident is not of a serious
nature and is an isolated incident, the employeewill not be urged to
attend a rehabilitation program.
Dependingon the nature of the incident, the history of the employee
and the Superintendent's and A.H.E.A. officer's review of the
incident, the employeemaybe urged to take part in a rehabilitation
program which will have effect upon the discipline imposed by the
Superintendent.
First time offenders will not be required to attend a rehabilitation
program unless there is substantial evidence of habitual alcohol or
drug abuse. If a second incident occurs within a twelve monthperiod,
the employee will be required to attend an alcohol or drug
rehabilitation programor, be automatically suspendedfor thirty (30)
days. A third offense within a twelve month period may result in
discharge.
If, after attending a rehabilitation program, an employeeis found to
have violated Section 1.18, the Superintendent may, at his reasonable
discretion, discharge the employee.
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All of the above are designed to be guidelines for discipline as the
use of alcohol and drugs constitutes a serious problem which can
result in severe injury to a person or property.
As part of the guidelines, the Superintendent has the reasonable
discretion to order employees to refrain from parking Town vehicles in
locations too near bars or restaurants which sell alcoholic beverages.
A violation of a Superintendent's order. as referred to in this
paragraph. will result in a warning letter being issued to the
employee. Subsequent violations may result in further disciplinary
action.
The above shall not prohibit dining at such establishments without the
consumption of alcohol.
1.18 Employees are expected to carry out orders from their supervisors
promptly and efficiently and to the best of their capability.
SECTION 2
DUTIES OF LABORERS
2.01 Besides all work generally considered as labor. a laborer shall. when
assi gned and provi di ng he is properly 1i censed as requi red by 1aw.
operate any equipment listed as light equipment on a temporary basis
only.
2.02 Qualified laborers may also be assigned to operate, when employees of
higher grades are not available. any equipment listed as Motor
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Equipment "A" or "B". The practice and training gained while
operating this equipmentwill be used in qualifying the employeefor
promotionwhenand if vacancyoccurs in higher bracket.
Said training will be for a period of five.hundred workhours. After
the five hundredwork hours. the employeewill be paid at the rate of
pay of the higher job classification for all hours workedafter the
five hundred work hours. The parties agree to estabHsh a training
committee which will meet monthly with a prepared agenda to review the
training of these subject employees. The cOlllllittee will consist of
three union representatives and one general crew chief along with
whomeverthe superintendent appoints. The cOlllllittee will evaluate the
subject employees' progress after the five hundred work hours to see
if they are being sufficiently trained and to discuss the
implementationof proper training.
2.03 Further training of laborers for advancement to Motor Equipment
Operator "8" can be as follows: Whena laborer is assigned as
snowplowhelper. and under the supervision of the driver assigned to
the truck. and providing he possesses the proper license. he may
practice driving to relieve the driver. if so authorized by the crew
chief in charge.
2.04 It shall be clearly understood that the assigned truck driver is in
charge of the vehicle at all times and relief driving shall be at his
discretion.
2.05 Although the assigned driver shall not be held responsib1e for the
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actions of the relief driver. he shall at all times exercise normal
caution and at his discretion shall direct the relief driver to return
to status as helper.
SECTION 3
MOTOR EQUIPMENT OPERATORS
3.01 Motor Equipment Operator "B": Employeesunder this classification
shall operate equipment listed as Motor Equipment "B" and shall be
compensated thereto, except as cited in Section 3, TemporaryMotor
Equipment Operator "A" and "B".
3.02 MEOsare responsible for turning in a carefully completed equipment
sheet each day for each piece of equipment operated that day.
Equipmentsheet must show, in addition to date and proper equipment
nUnDer:
A. time out + time in -- hours used
B. out-mileage, in-mileage + miles traveled (or hours. if
app 1i cab 1e)
C. fuel used (total gallons)
D. oil used
E. operator's name, also helper or helpers, if applicable
F. job location
G. description of work
H. repairs required
3.03 MEOs are, at all times, responsible for the action of helper or
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helpers assigned to them.. In order to properly place responsibility,
operators should report to their crew chiefs any problems or acts of
negHgence on the part of. those people assigned to them. If a
condition of unreasonable action persists, the MEOsare obligated to
report sameto their crew chiefs immediately.
3.04 All MEOs shall perform work within their individual capabilities
including the work of laborers, when so directed by the crew chiefs to
whomthey are assigned.
3.05 Motor Equipment Operator "A": Employees classified as such shall
operate all equipment designated as Motor Equipment "A" and will be
compensated thereto only for those hours which they actually operate
such equipment.
3.06 Their duties and responsibilities are identical to those for Motor
Equipment Operator "8".
3.07 Temporary Motor Equipment Operators: Employees of this grade are to
be used at thi s grade when there are no permanent Motor EQuipment
Operators reasonably available to operate the motor equipment, either
due to shortage of operators caused by sickness or vacation or job
location. In such situations a qualified employeemaybe assigned to
operate the motor equipment temporarily until a regular Motor
Equipment Operator is available. Employees under this classification
will be compensated the equivalent Motor Equipment Operator scale, but
in the same wage step as his permanent position.
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It is the agreement of the3.08 Full-time MEO "A" Classification:
Superintendent and the A.H.E-A. that a specHied number of people
presently in the MEa liB II
- Part-time MEO "A" classification be
c1assHied internally within the Highway Department as permanent in
the MEa "A" classification with the following stipulations:
A. The choice of candidates for this "in house" assignment will
be renewed yearly (as of January 1).
B. The choice of candidates will be a joint effort of the
Superintendent and the A.H.E-A. Executive COlllllittee. Joint
approval is necessary.
C. There will be no bid job posting requirement.
D. Once a candidate is appointed permanent MEa "AU, he may be
removed from this classification at the discretion of the
Superintendent, after consultation with crew chiefs,
supervising crew chiefs, and union representatives.
3.09 Motor Equipment Operator "A" and Motor Equipment Operator "B" will be
required to know how to operate a standard or stick shHt truck.
Those who are not able wi 11 be requi red to accomplish five hundred
work hours of training in order to learn.
3.10 Employees who have their drivers' license revoked shall be removed
from their position and demoted to Laborer. They will be immediately
reinstated to the title held prior to the demotion upon reinstatement
of the proper drivers' license, except if the license is revoked for
more than one (1) year.
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SECTION 4
DUTIES OF EMPLOYEES - LABORER IWORKING CREW CHIEFS
4.01 Their responsibility is to the Townof Amherstand the Superintendent
of Highways. They represent the Superintendent on various matters of
public concern and are, therefore, expected to conduct themselves in a
businesslike, courteous, self-disciplined manner, no matter how trying
the circumstances.
4.02 Their attitude transfers itself to the menunder their supervision.
They are expected to exercise authority without harassment and public
embarrassment; respect can be earned without loss of morale by using
good judgment in your decisions and by treating your men fairly and
with respect.
4.03 The crew chief to whomvarious trucks, crews and equipment are
assigned will be held responsible for their conduct and actions.
4.04 Crewchiefs are expected to be cognizant of the location of their men
at all times during the workday. Job progress wi11 be constantly
monitored by the crew chief for reporting to his supervisor.
4.05 Definite instructions, methodsand orders will be issued by the crew
chief to the employeesassigned to him.
4.06 Crew chief is expected to exercise control over all employees and
equipmentwith whichhe comesin contact.
4.07 Crew chief will be responsible for adequate and satisfactory
completion of all projects, work or assignments assigned to him, and
will perform themto the best of his ability.
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SECTION 5
CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT
5.01 Daily checks are to be made of the following items prior to vehicle
leaving the yard:
A. oil level
B. radiator coolant level
C. hose connections
D. running emergency lights and reflectors
E. brakes (including air system. if applicable)
F. tires
G. windshield wipers
H. mirrors - side and rearviews
plus over-all general condition of the machinery assigned to
their cars
(see section on plow equipment - 5.20)
I. Allison and Cat transmissions shall be checked by the mechanic
5.02 On vehicles equipped with air brakes. air bleeder valves shall be
opened. drained and closed when vehicle is parked at end of workshift.
5.03 Vehicles will always be parked in appropriate parking stall. if
available. If vehicle is stored outside. it will be parked adjacent
to the west wall of the bui1ding in the marked space. A11 vents.
windows. doors. etc. will be closed and latched; ignition keys will be
left in place and are not to be removed unless specifically ordered to
do so.
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I
I
5.04 Drivers will check to see that radios and other accessories are turned
off prior to parking vehicle for the night.
5.05 Vehicles will be parked with the parking brake applied.
5.06 Operator is directly responsible for damage to equipment caused by
neglect or failure to inspect equipment at prescribed daily intervals.
5.07 All vehicles. other than those maintained at the job site. will be
refueled at the end of the workday.
5.08 Drivers will be held responsible for the cleanliness of the truck cab~
Vehicle interior will be cleaned daily by the driver assigned to that
particular vehicle. Accumulationof magazines. newspapers. and oil
rags will not be permitted.
SNOW PLOW & SANDING EQUIPMENT
5.20 When thi s equipment is in use. it is the responsibil i ty of the
operator to check cutting edges. plow and wing shoes. wing arm bolts.
and general condition of equipment at least every three hours.
5.21 To properly spread abrasives requires that spreaders be inspected
prior to. during. and after use.
5.22 Bar conveyor and spinner should be checked before spreader is loaded
to establish that both are working freely and properly.
5.23 During loading operations. care must be taken to prevent foreign
materials (bricks. concrete. steel. etc.) from getting into the hopper
which might cause the conveyor or spinner to jam.
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5.24 During use. spreader operation must be monitored constantly to assure
that material is discharged uniformly and in the proper quantity
across the width of the pavement. Vehicle speed must be geared for
road conditions to assure proper control of abrasives.
5.25 If in doubt. ask crew chief to follow you for a few blocks to
determine if amount is sufficient.
5.26 After use. spreader units shall be emptied of all material and
thoroughly washed inside and out. This is subject to exception by the
crew chief in charge. depending on weather conditions.
5.27 Employees are cautioned against standing on cab roof of sanders during
loading or washing operations. Cab roofs are not designed to carry
this additional weight.
SECTION 6
REST PERIOD
6.01 A single rest period will be taken during the workday and shall be
limited to twenty (20) minutes.
6.02 When possible. the break may be taken as close to the middle of the
morning work period as is practical.
6.03 Depending upon circumstances of specific job. crew chief at his option
may decide:
A. the exact location of break;
B. the time the break may be taken (subject to 6.02 above); and
C. to send one employee to pi ck up coffee for the remai nder of
crew.
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6.04 The rest period maybe taken at the restaurant nearest the workarea.
6.05 In situations where the crews are constantly movingfrom one location
to another and are not given specific instructions regarding the rest
period. they will report via radio 10-7 and 10-8 whenthey stop for
refreshment and/or rest.
SECTION 1
PROMOTIONS AND JOB QUOTAS
1.01 Promotion to either temporary or permanent rating in a higher
classification will depend upon:
A. seniority
B. skill. competence. ability
C. co-operation. productivity and dependability
7.02 Fi na1 determi nati on wi11 be made by Superi ntendent after conference
with crew chief. supervising crew chief and union representative.
7.03 Any employeebidding on and accepting promotion to either a higher
category or to operate equipment. whosubsequently rejects such bid.
is thereafter ineligible to bid on any other promotionfor a period of
12 monthsfrom date of rejection.
1.04 Openingsfor promotionto a higher grade will be posted on the Highway
Department bulletin board for a run of ten (10) days to acquire
qualified applicants to said positions.
7.05 In order to qualify as a permanent Motor Equipment Operator IIBII.
employee shall possess a minimumof a CDLB.
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7.06 In order to qualify as a permanent Motor EquipmentOperator "A".
employee shall possess a CDLA.
7.07 Every job. including promotion change in classification or pay grade.
will be submitted for bidding. with the exception of laborer or
worki ng crew chief. whown1 be se1ected at the discreti on of the
Superintendent of Highways.
SECTION8
VACATIONS - SICK LEAVE - PERSONAl LEAVE
8.01 Vacation schedule shall be in accordance with and in the amount
specified in current labor contract.
8.02 Vacation slips will be distributed by the office to each employeeby
March15 of each year. Employeewill be given four (4) weeks' time to
plan his vacation schedule and indicate his preference. In the event
vacation slip is not returned by deadline. vacation will be designated
by the offi ce.
8.03 Whenever possible. employee will be granted his vacation during
week/weeks of his choosing.
confH ct ari se.
Seniority will prevail. should any
8.04 Employeesmay reserve a maximumof one week's vacation to be taken
1/4. 1/2 or 1 day or more at a ti me. However.those employeeswith
ten or more years of service may reserve a maximumof two weeks
vacation to be taken in the same way as above.
A. There must be 48 hours notice of the intent of the employee to
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take his/her earned vacation time in increments of 1. 1/2 or
1/4 days. This request will be subject to the approval of the
Superi ntendent. Thi s secti on app1i es only to that vacati on
time which is presently allowed to be taken in single days. as
opposed to normal vacation time which must be scheduled and
taken in full week periods.
8. When vacation time is taken in 1/2 or 1/4 day increments. it
must be taken at the end of the normal work day; i. e.. the
vacation time must end at the end of the normal work day.
C. Vacation time scheduled in 1/2 or 1/4 day increments may not
be changed once it is scheduled. Vacation time scheduled in
one (1) day increments may be changed with at least seven (7)
calendar days notice. Such request will be limited to one (1)
change per day.
The balance of vacation must be specified on vacation slips and must
be taken in full weeks.
8.05 For vacation time not specified on vacation slip. 48 hours advance
notice is required by the employer.
8.06 The Amherst Highway Department reserves the right to limit the number
of employees off during anyone week. If this action becomes
necessary. vacation will be allotted on the basis of seniority.
8.07 No employee wi 11 be allowed to take ti me off wi thout pay unless an
acceptable reason is given. except as. outlined in labor contract under
"Leave of Absence".
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8.08 Preference wnl be given to employees who specify day/week/weeks on
vacation schedule. as opposed to employees taking day/days at a time.
* * *
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ARTICLE 33
EFFECTIVE DATE
The effective date of this agreement shall be January 1. 1998. and the
agreement shall continue in full force and effect for a period of three years
thereafter through December 31. 2000. unless extended or modified by IItItua1
agreement of the parties. Notice of intent to change or amend the provisions
of this agreementshall be served in writing by the party desiring such change
or amendmentto the other party 180 days prior to said expiration date. Shall
neither party to th is agreement send a notice of intent to change or amend
this agreementas herein provided. then this agreementshall be consideredto
have been automatically renewed for another year.
IN WITNESSWHEREOF.the parties have set their hands and seal s this
day of December 20 . 1999.
TOWN OF AMHERST
BY~~
(Supervlsor)
~~~ersonne r
AMHERST HIGHWAY EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION. INC.
By ;&; // U-- ;;s-(Presldent)
~ ~ 1J~ec~ ary)
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.MINIMUM STEP (2)
---- ---
$ 8.88 $ 9.28
9.36 9.80
10.94 11.49
13.08 13.74
-----
JOB
GROUP
I
II
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
1/1/98 HOURLY RATES
SCHEDULE A
CLASSIFICATION
---------
Cleaner
Watch Attendant
Laborer
Automotive Mechanic Helper
Motor Equipment Operator B
Maintenance Worker
Sign Painter
*Tree Trimmer
Motor Equipment Operator A
Electrician
Senior Maintenance Worker B
Laborer Crew Chief
Mason
working Crew Chief
Automotive Mechanic
Senior Maintenance Worker A
working Automotive Crew
Chief
working Crew Chief - A
13.46 14.29
MIDPOINT
-.----
$10.81
11.35
13.52
14.44
14.96
15.80
16.30
STEP (4)
- "-----
$11. 26
11.75
14.14 .
15.10
15.74
16.62
17.22
------------
" -----
MAXIMUM
.'.
-
-.- ---
$11.75
12.25
14.88
15.76
16.44
17.41
18.02
*Tree Trimmer shall be paid corresponding step of Job Group VI uwhile working in the bucketu.
14.14 14.96
14.60 15.49
1/1/99 HOURLY RATES
SCHEDULE A .___.__
-
_0._- . __ ___
.-
- - -- - -.-- - --
JOB
GROUP CLASSIPICATION MINIMUM STEP (2) MIDPOINT STEP (4) MAXIMUM
---------
-- --
------
----..--
.
---
-.-.
---
I Cleaner $ 9.10 $ 9.51 $11.08 $11.54 $12.04
II Watch Attendant 9.59 10.05 11. 63 12.04 12.56
IV Laborer 11. 21 11.78 13.86 14.49 15.25
V Automotive Mechanic Helper 13.41 14.08 14.80 15.48 16.15
Motor Equipment Operator B
Maintenance Worker
Sign Painter
*Tree Trimmer
VI Motor Equipment Operator A 13.80 14.65 15.33 16.13 16.85
Electrician
Senior Maintenance Worker B
Laborer Crew Chief
Mason
VII working Crew Chief 14.49 15.33 16.20 17.04 17.85
Automotive Mechanic
Senior Maintenance Worker A
VIII working Automotive Crew 14.97 15.88 16.71 17.65 18.47
Chief
Working Crew Chief
-
A
*Tree Tr~mmer shall be paid corresponding step of Job Group VI awhile working in the bucket".
1/1/2000 HOURLY RATES
SCHEDULE A
----- - -----
.._____0______. _
JOB
GROUP CLASSIFICATION MINIMUM STEP (2) MIDPOINT STEP (4) MAXIMUM
-----_._---
---
-----
.--- .---..---- .----..--
I Cleaner $ 9.35 $ 9.77 $11. 39 $11. 86 $12.37
II Watch Attendant 9.85 10.33 11.95 12.37 12.91
IV Laborer 11. 52 12.10 14.24 14.89 .15.67
V Automotive Mechanic Helper 13.78 14.47 15.21 15.91 16.60
Motor Equipment Operator B
. Maintenance Worker
Sign Painter
-Tree Trimmer
VI Motor Equipment Operator A 14.18 15.05 15.75 16.57 17.31
Electrician
Senior Maintenance Worker B
Laborer Crew Chief
Mason
VII Working Crew Chief 14.89 15.75 16.65 17.5.1 18.34
Automotive Mechanic
Senior Maintenance Worker A
VIII Working Automotive Crew 15.38 16.32 17.17 18.14 .18.98
Chief
working Crew Chief
-
A
-Tree Trimmer shall be paid corresponding step of Job Group VI -while working in the bucket-.
